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Abingdon-on-Thames Town Council 

Item 16 – Single use plastics policy 

Farmers Market consultation on the Council’s environmental policy and 

eliminating single use plastic 

 
Stall: Street Food Deli 
 
This stall is already operating on a 0% single use plastic basis. 
 
All the packaging for their food is from a company called ‘Vegware’ which is a company that 
create plant based compostable food packaging. https://www.vegware.com/uk/ 
 
They also use brown paper bags if customers require bags. 
 
They felt that there was a slight cost implication to use ‘Vegware’, but that it was significant 
enough to stop them doing this. 
 
 
Stall: Spirit of Toad 
 
This stall is already operating on 0% single use plastic basis. 
 
All their bottles are glass bottles and they use wood cellulose to seal the bottles rather than 
plastic. They use compostable taster cups and compostable bags for their waste. 
 
They also use brown paper bags if customers require bags. 
 
 
Stall: Stainswick Farm  
 
This stall is already operating on a 0% single use plastic basis. 
 
They use cardboard boxes in their packaging and all their sample pots are washable and 
reusable. 
 
Instead of plastic bags they have their own Jute bags which also double up as promotional 
marketing as they are branded with the company name and logo. They felt this benefit 
outweighed any cost implications of using jute bags over plastic bags. 
 
 
Stall: Mediterranean Pie 
 
This stall is already operating on a 0% single use plastic basis.  
 
This person was very behind the idea of stopping single use plastic. They have a sign on their 
stall that’s say: ‘All eating utensils and pie packaging uses recyclable or bio-degradable 
materials’. They have carboard boxes and wooden forks and spoons. 
 
 
 

https://www.vegware.com/uk/
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Stall: Bakery 
 
This stall already operates on a 0% single use plastic basis. 
They bring all their products in reusable plastic crates (they are plastic, but they are not single 
use plastic). And all their carrier bags are decomposable (that she said can then be used in 
your food waste bin) or brown paper bags. 
 
 
Stall: Busby’s Bees 
 
This stall is already operating on a 0% single use plastic basis. 
 
All products are in glass jars and any sample pots are washable and reusable. 
 
This man was very knowledgeable and keen to get involved with this particular project. He has 
worked closely with Larkmead School in Abingdon to help reduce their single use plastic. They 
now use a company that makes their products out of corn starch. He felt there was no more 
than a 5% increase in costs by using these products. 
 
He provided his contact details in case we wanted to speak to him about this as he felt he could 
assist: 
Name: David Busby 
Telephone Number: 07923277702 
Email: david@busbybees.co.uk 
 
 
Stall: The Salsa King 
 
This stall has already made steps to reduce their single use plastic usage as much as possible 
 
They use Glass jars now instead of plastic.  
 
All their sample pots are washable reusable bowls. 
 
Any bags for customers they have are from Vegware.  
 
The only bit of remaining plastic was for their tortilla chips, they had looked at other packaging 
options but felt this compromised on the quality of the product. 
 
 
Stall: Fish Stall 
 
This stall recognizes the importance of reducing single use plastic but felt that food hygiene 
was a factor for him. 
 
He has reduced the size of packaging down to a minimal amount and have much smaller plastic 
bags now. 
 
He encourages customers to bring their own Tupperware where possible. (And has noted that 
he is seeing this more and more). 
 
 
 

mailto:david@busbybees.co.uk
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Stall: Meat stall 
 
This stall has taken steps to reduce their single use plastic since summer 2019. They bring 
everything in reusable crates and where possible bring items unwrapped. They also encourage 
people to bring Tupperware.  
 
This stall also felt there were a few limitations (Mainly around food hygiene) that would prevent 
them from being completely plastic free, but they understood the importance of reducing where 
possible. 
 
 
Stall: Meat Stall 2  
 
Very similar to the previous meat stall, they certainly were not against the idea of reducing 
single use plastic and were happy to consider other options but felt that this was harder to 
achieve for stalls selling perishable products. 
 
 
Stall: Fruit and Veg 
This stall recognizes the need to reduce plastic and has taken a few steps towards this. 
 
They use glass bottles instead of plastic bottles for their juice (They take their apples to 
Pershore Agricultural college who bottle them in glass bottles.) 
 
They reuse their punnets and use both brown bags and have plastic bags from a company 
called EPI which is a ‘developer, licensor and distributor of Totally Degradable Plastic Additives 
(TDPA™). EPI’s technology has been designed to control and manage the lifetime of products 
made from the most common plastics used by modern society.’ 
http://www.epi-global.com/ 
 
They do currently use single use plastic bags for some of their produce, he explained that this 
is because they weigh the products out back at their shop and bring it bagged up to save time 
on the day.  
 
I spoke to the Market manager (Jonny Morrison) who said that Thames Valley Farmers Market 
cooperative would be happy to work with us on this project and that if we wanted to speak to 
someone about taking this forward we could contact a lady called Sarah Smith who was the 
office administrator for TVFM on info@tvfm.org.uk. He felt (like many of the stall holders) that 
food hygiene would be the only barrier that we might face). 
 
 
Overall Findings: 
6 of the 11 stalls asked were already operating on a 0% single use plastic basis. 10 of the 11 
stalls had reduced their single use plastic usage down from this time last year. 
 
The only stalls still using single use plastic are stalls selling food (Mainly with products such as 
meat and fish). 
 
The company Vegware came up several times as a good, affordable and reliable supplier of 
alternative food packaging. 
 
With the meat and fish stalls the main issue seemed to be around food hygiene and 
transporting the food. 

http://www.epi-global.com/
mailto:info@tvfm.org.uk

